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Preface
When I thought I was done writing after the grand "Treatise On Ethical Solipsism" and the "Future Agrarian State" it pulled me back in and I felt this was another manifesto worth penning on an idea of Hegelian and Marxist dialectical interpretation of oppression of Christianity by the forces of its desert forefathers, the Jewish state and its religious statue. One can see the oppression of Palestinian Christians in the state of Israel and anyone who dares stand up to the Theocratic state of Zion gets pummeled by those who disagree. Their undue influences reaches like the snakes of medusa or in a larger context, a Leviathan, as Hobbes described. In the following chapters I shall discuss, dissect, and combine to bring about the best solution for Christianity, for all intents in purposes, why it must "Detach From Satan", i.e., Judaism.

Chapter I:

If Jesus was meant to die on the cross, Then its only natural for Christianity to detach itself from its desert origins and reach another level of transcendence. If such a figure as heretical as Martin Luther may detach Christianity from Christianity, lets look at the problem of what caused Luther to write his book "On The Jews And Their Lies".
Luther was frustrated that Jews would not convert by prayer alone, but prayer and action, the torching of synagogues and literature and banishment of Jews from the states in which they reside. How we may entertain that Christianity is a slave to the dialectic of Jewish imposition, that the cross is symbolic of Christ's rise to the astral world, Christianity must cast off these presuppositions of being enslaved in the master/slave dialectic of Jews being the master and Christianity being its loyal servant. Well serve no more!

For it was Jesus who chased the merchants from his father's temple, preying on the good will of Christian pittance, only to exploit the class of the Gentiles to economic slavery. But it was he, indeed, who showed that sometimes righteous anger, or in the atheistic sense, that might is right, drives those who dare supplement their incomes with the money of the holiest of people. We can see this today in America, where Christians are enraptured by the state of Israel to give their hard-earned incomes to those, that, indeed, still treat Christians as cash cows for their genocidal campaigns against their own kind, the colonization of the American Christian mindset has never been greater, and we must cast off the shackles of this mental prison wrought upon us by the sons of Jacob to achieve immortality in the afterlife.

If we all desire, to will the need to reach heavenly grace, it's the final will, to turn Schopenhauer on his head, that there will be no "will" in heaven. Our desire is manifested already in what has been giving us for a life of a religion in which we live and serve Christ, give pittance to the poor and through good deeds redeemed. But no matter what, the deeds we do for Israel, are taken in vain. To be taken advantage of is undeserving and God does not reward those who take and exploit others for their own egoistic desires. For it may be intended that if Jesus was meant to die on the cross, Jews were meant to suffer in hell, for the amount of genocides and breaches of international law, they remain unpunished on this mortal coil. Fear not, Christians for there is hope, nevermore to be enslaved by the divide and conquer tactics to weaken those who genuinely have their hearts in the right place but are given war, pestilence and strife in return for what could have been a transference of faiths.
Chapter II:

In a way, Judaism is the chains that bind Christian identity from blossoming into its full potential, to cast off the chains of command, one can give Christianity its rightful place as its own master religion. Henceforth the Talmud often treats Christianity as a bastard child, unwilling to give it a proper treatment as the Children of God, but rather an abortion that they project on to the Children of God everyday, wishing it never existed. But as it beget Christianity, it must deal with us. The toxicity of Judaism’s parenting method towards its to be once inferior is no longer to be tolerated, in a sense that we shall be slaves no more to the desert, and ascend beyond the mortal plane as a liberated religion, religion mean a work, a work of Jesus who sought liberation from the Pharisees. Some days, children must leave the nest and we must realize this for the own good of both Judaism and Christianity alike. Judaism was never kind to us, and resentment and envy are sins, this I know. But Judaism will never apologize for killing Christ on earth, so why are we still funneling all our money into a state that still treats us as a cash cow. For the best Christian is a decolonized Christian, one who never has to bear the whips and chains of a religion that even as far back as Christ’s time, sought to wipe us out as an accident, a fortunate one, a not so fortunate son.

This explains thoroughly why Jews are so supportive of abortion and third world immigration by cultures that are not our own as they despise nothing more than the White Christian, who superseeded them in faith and reason, a sort of penis envy they project through lies, libel and persecution. But damned be us if we do anything about such misdeeds, to end up on the receiving end of a rifle. but our Bible is our weapon, along with material weapons to say "no more, no more will you take of my hard earned labor as a Christian, just to piss away our inheritance on your war machines and the ever enroaching dread of your debased ideology that plays out with your projections of envy, to keep us under your thumb".
Chapter III:

It should go without saying, Israel places a huge burden on the average Christian, one not even Jesus had to bear. That is not to minimize his suffering, for he suffered so we may live in his kingdom. But why does the jew place such burdens upon the average Christian. For its not the Muslim who hates our freedom, but the curmudgeonly jew, who uses our economic vulnerability in free market to exploit, especially the lower classes, of tax money (the upper classes have moved onto Godless scientism and empiricism, but it should go without saying), to fund a 'war without end' in the middle east. Such a war will never see an end unless the American christian breaks their chains from the ever present oppressor known as Judaism and Zionism. The Muslim never hated Christianity, for in its texts it sees an ally, speaks well of Jesus and Mary both, while the Jewish talmud accuses Jesus of being a homosexual and boiling in excrement and Mary to be a whore.

Who actually is our ally? Certainly not the jew, who excises out penis envy (wrought often by their taste for foreskin) towards a Nation that basically owned the world (and with great burdens still somewhat does) versus a nation built on British imperialist glory, one that is not of ours, but a foreign agent. One that has oppressed more nations than we, in our history, have done. And yet they remain unapologetic for it, and quite ignorant of it, and their Anglo-ness rubs off on Israeli jews so they seek another host to impregnate with imperialism. As a Christian you should ask yourself
"whats in it for us?" Well, certainly nothing, as the Israeli jews seek to rob the Christian spirit and replace it with the ugliness of Judaic Talmudism. That's hardly a fair trade. Not to mention the skyrocketing divorce rates among Christian couples and the adultery. Why are we not punishing each other for this. I guess its not up for man (or woman) to judge. But it has infested our souls. and we must remove it like the tumor it is.

Chapter IV:

It should be pretty self-evident to any Christian that the goings on in Jerusalem are wrought with pederasty, homosexuality, and transgenderism. Should we even bother to seek to imitate this so-called "greatest ally". Unfortunately we already are doing such things, and as Christian men and women we must liberate ourselves from the degradation of Jewish culture. To keep one another line, and to look inside ourselves for any wrongdoings we might have done. This does not go against St. Augustine's teaching that we should be mindful of other peoples' sins, for we should always be mindful of our own. But the world of Christians is not an individualist
pursuit. We owe it to one another to liberate ourselves from the dreck that Judaism has placed upon the Christian religion, The Hegelian dialectic is that they are our current masters and we its slave but slave we shall be no more! The liberation of the Christian peoples from the Jewish mindset is a must!

Taking our sons and daughters out of the system which enslaves us, is important. For any undue influence the Jewish wrought upon us, they will be dealt back with in spades. I realize the irony of saying any Christian should act out in spite of those who enslave them, to forgive their enslavers, for many do not know what they do, and choose to do it anyways! Why should we idly accept the meekness of being tortured by our captors whence Jesus already died on the cross for the sins of mankind, and sought to be the king of a people that didn’t appreciate him? Zionism lived through its colonization by British powers (who are a much greater threat) and shall die with Bibi’s crucifixion. Die for your people, king of the jews! For we are no longer your slave dialectic, we are masters of a wholly separate and much more honorable tradition that superceeds yours, and will live in spite of your creation, the state of Israel and the Jewish race.

Chapter V:
They say to kill a people you must sever their roots, as Saint Pol Pot had once declared, but rather the Jews are the manure that lets Christianity grow, the decomposition of their race is a win for Christianity. To the Jew, they have gone to great lengths to show how Christianity, as a slave religion, is manure to them, it is merely a projection of their innate character as human waste that they cry from the depths of the Tomb, for its not the tomb that Jesus rose from, but one of the level of purgatory and hell below that incenses their hatred of those who are superior in moral codes, those who pray the rosary and give their pittance to the collection plate and do good deeds towards man. For the jew does none of these, and only sees deeds and money as a means to an end to satisfy their bloodlust, the blood of Christian soldiers, to die on a battlefield that is paved with bad intentions, however good their sacrifice pays off. the Christian soldier shall not die in vain, if he or she refuses to serve against their will, such as the ways the Amish and Hutterites and have and shall have done. The mechanistic grid which all good men of soul and character go to die and lose their grip on the spiritual soil which raises them. We work for the jews, toil for the jews, suffer for the Jews. But why? Has not Christ already suffered himself for these misdeeds of the Jewish people? One major error one might omit is that while the Amish are close to God, and likely will praise Judaism in their church fathers, actions speak louder than words, and they have shown to not be a slave to the master religion of Judaism no more as we "cultured" Christians should have been. For the Talmud instructs all jews to lie to non-jews, we shall lie to Jews themselves just to prove a point we are no longer the bidder of their bloodlust.
Chapter VI:

The Jewish man sees ham as haram, for he sees himself as a pig, a capitalist pig out for the exploitation of all good Christian men, the slavedriver of sin, for it not for Lilith and Eve, man would not be brought into sin. Women, henceforth, are Jewish in spirit and must be looked at with a closer lens and critiqued for their emotional outbursts, for it is telling as to why Jews are so adamant about promoting feminism among our women, to lash out at us when we are their guides. One might say I would be using the Jewish story agains the Jews as a people but so be it! For they have twisted our culture so it no longer resembles what we have built, we should in turn be able to twist the knives that they have wrought upon us in return for their misdeeds and misfortunes. Jews revel in their pig like glory, unaware of the filth they shake off unto the world, and unaware of their filthiness as, short of being human beings, but masters of deceit. The hapless pigs of destruction. Stomping their hooves into the dirt and destroying cultures of mankind itself. Lest we not lose sight of the main ideal of rising above the filth and ascending to the plane of existence beyond such gratitious behavior, not to be under the hoof of the filthy pig of Jewish capitalism. Usury, one of the most common forms, besides Taxation, of Christian money laundering by the Jewish people is a way for them to keep us under the wheels of confusion. We cannot let this be our peoples last gasp, but to suffer is human, as Christ, too, has suffered, but he did not suffer for this. This enslavement of Christian truth by the lies of Judaism. We suffer on the battlefield in vain, we suffer the slings and arrows of divorce and adultery in vain, of homosexuality in vain, of transgender ideology in vain, just so that we would become another Tel-Aviv for the jews to harvest the last living vital organs of Christian existence. Not I, said the Christian, the true Christian, the child of Jesus who will stand no more as a slave to Talmudic practices, of social castration, of genital mutilitation, A new master arises, to be beyond Talmudic reach, to be one with Christ and without sin in the afterlife. For if we must die to achieve such ends, the means will be justified, in the name of Christ, Amen.
Epilogue

This may be another final essay for awhile being, if any corrections need be made, it will be made in extended parts. This as well may be part one of an ongoing series, so that the Christian man must know his true enemy in Judaism, for he is no longer a slave to Judaism’s master morality, as Christianity will become a master morality unto itself, and for all kind. Take care.

J.